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MURRAY POPULATION

THESE FACES LOOM LARGE IN THE WHITECASE

Chester R. Mackley, Manager of
the Tennessee National Wildlife
Refuge since its beginning in July
1945, has accepted an assignment
to the Stillwater Wildlife Management Area at Fallon, Nevada. The
Stillwater area of 200,000 acres is
,11 developed primarily for watIf you never went to a PTA Dad
,I and is located in the Pact.
Night, you don't know what
away. This new assignment
have missed.
‘a._ No include supervision of
aa.4 2
.1.b
May net sound so exciting, but ca N'e,,, eca, Fallon, and Anoho
IN
tile Refuge Areas. Mr.
you can get a lot of pleasure out '
' II • ea
,
liti
e'', ni, .1 previously worked
of such an event.
for • ...I,..
:
, in the southwest bed:„.1c. east to start the
After the eating and speaking is fore
;.' l Wildlife Refuge
eVer you go to your kid's room Wheel.
a
Irma where he
and see what he does for most of at Deca
•/- years prior to
the day while he's gone from remained
moving to
home.
, Tennessee. Mr.
Lawrence S. nlvens, Regional Soil
A talk with the teacher gives a Conservationist for the U. S. Fish
few revealing facts that you never and Wildlife Service at Atlanta,
suspected too.
Georgia, will replace Mr. Markley as manager of the local reWe had to stand in line Thursday fuge. Mr. Givens was formerly in
night to get our plate of food. In charge of the St. Marks Refuge in
fact there were abeut eight lines Florida and the Wheeler Refuge
that somehow finally went into In Alabama.
one line just before you picked up
Mrs. Jeaa Markley and the two
your plate
children, Rirna and Chester, Jr.
will also leave Paris in a few
There wamn't any real pushing and days for Fallon, Nevada.
shoving like it was when you
were going to school yourself, but
there was sort of a stealthy movement of feet to maneuver yourself into a better position.

Elizabeth Bentley

I

Me ; Gee. Harry Vaughan
---swagmherA

The eating was done in the cafeteria. The little chairs didn't 'lit
New York Itri-The manhunt for
some of the bigger folks exactly,
a burley ex-convict who kidnapped
but everyone got fed.
a raven-haired, 14-year-old school
We noticed three doctors in the girl centered in Mid-New York tocrowd. We couldn't help but think day after the fugitive's car was
that it was unusual, because doc- found abandoned

H:3Velde r

Book Bazaar
Is Planned

$000

Rare Show On
Today In US
New York, Nov. 14 1/1-The United States had the grandstand today for a celestrial show which
takes place only 13 times or so
every century.
The giant sun, the pipesqueak
planet Mercury, and earth were
all lined up in a row like so
many marbles. with Mercury more
or less in the middle but with
scores of millions of miles separating them.
The last time the spectacle was
visible in all of the United States
was in 1894. Curtain time is 10:36
a. m. EST when a tiny black dot.
which will be Mercury, appears
at the edge of the huge fiery disc
which is the. sun. The dot will
pass across the disc and reach its
opposite rim at 1:07 p. in. EST.
But to see it, each viewer will
need
a telescope.
Joseph
M.
Chamberlain, chief astronomer of
the American MuseumHayden
Planetarium, warned people with
telescopes to be sure they use
dark filters. If they don't, the
concentrated rays of the sun are
likely to ruin their eyes.

Mrs. Nettie Weatherly
Reaches Her 81st
Birthday Today

Manhunt On For Man
Who Kidnaped 13
Year Old Girl

"
tors are normally so busy. It amok,
Investigators said the automobile
well of them however to be there. was registered
in the name of the
wanted man, Anthony James PaEvents such as the one we attendl/mole. M. a squat, olive-skinned
ed Thursday nrght, bring out
hoodlum with a mat of dark curly
strongly the Importance of parents
hair and a red scar under his
and teschers working together b..
right eye.
drum knowledge into the heads of
children.
New York police officials threw
a picked squad of detectives Into
One timelier brought out a point the search_ Authorities
in 13 statthat we heartily agree with. She es already haa eeen
alerted.
importarat but
that grades
are
Palazzola disappeared fief_ weeks
Just as important is the abalty of
children to learn that the other ago from a Manhattan apartment,
fellow has his right to his own where he lived with his second
opiruon. And, it should be respect- wife, Evelyn. He told his child
victim, Dorothea Del Longo, after
kidnaping her that "Evelyn is reGenerally speaking this nation was sponsible for this."
founded on that principle
Police said Palazzola, who served time for burglary and robbery,
Getting along with folks is some- entered
the apartment of Mr. and
thing that any student anywhere
Mrs. James Botticelli, the girl's
would be well to learn.
mother and step-father, at 4 a. m.
Friday by posing as a policeman.
Most of the trouble in the world
today results from this inability.

-
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Accident Here
Damages Cars

Syrr.e: ,

,Senator,William_Jannar ,

In The Hot And Cold War
This Week's Balance Shiet

An accident accursed yesterdar
afternoon resulting in the 'severe
damage to two automobiles. According to City Police Wilmore
By PHIL NEWSOM
Russia, and such related issues
Lattimer was, driving a 1953 Ply.
The Week's balance sheet be- as the long-stalled European army
mouth North on North Fr Urth st.
tween the good and bad news in plan, the Austrian and German
and collided with Robert tiucy
the hot and cold. wars:
peace treaties, Korea and the war
who was. -driving a 1953 ?ord.
in Indochina A meeting of minds
THE GOOD
mouth North on North Fourth St.
I. Energetic. former Defense especially was made necessary by
on Walnut, going East.
Minister Ramon Magsaysay won Russia's apparent resumption of a
No one was injured but both the Philippines presidential
-hard" policy toward the West
elecautomobiles
were
extensively tion, the second in the islands' and the split between the United
damaged.
brief history as a free nation. The States and Britain on the good or
cheering news was not so much evil that might come out of a
Magsaysay's victory as the fact four-power meeting with Russia.
that, despite predictions of coer3. At Panmunjom the Commucion of the voters and violence,
nists continued to take a bad prothe election and the counting of
paganda licking from anti-Comballets _were carried DILL in watinist
war *prisoners who refuse
reasonabli51Seace and good order.
to return either to China Or North
Tune Town will be held at the
2. President' Eisenhower. Prime Korea. Faced with the failure of
WOW hall this evening fur members of the Murray High seventh Minister Winston Churchill and their "explainers." the Reds staland eighth grades. The event will France's Premier Josepn Laniel led. But
the irritated Indian
be sponsored by Miss Jerrie Lou announced they would meet in I chairman of the Neutral Nation!'
Bermuda
the first week in De- Repatriation Commission indicatJellison and Jimmy Boone,
cember. Out
of
the
meeting ed his own officers might take
Tune Town begins at 7:30"p. m. should come agreement on the over the
questioning and simply
'and will end at 10:00 p. m.
line to be followed as records turn loose those prisoners who
continued opposed to Communism.

The Ledger and Times wishes
to congratulate Mrs. Nettie Weatherly for reaching her 81st birthday today
Mrs Weatherly lives
at 315 North Fourth street.
She doesn't get out much now,
but she could be seen up town
frequently several years ago.
Mrs. Weatherly still appreciates
pretty things and since today is
her birthday, anyone sending her
a bouquet of flowers, a box of
candy 'or a Happy Birthday card,
can be sure of sincere appreciation in return.
1
.
The Ledger and nines wishes
to exteod congratulitions to Mrs.
Weatherly along with her many
friends in the city and county.
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Christmas
Seals Are
Readied
A stuffing party, fo 'place the
Tuberculosis Christmas Seals into
envelopes
for the Nationwide
Campaign took place last night
at the Health Center, The Calloway County Tuberculosis Association will mail to the citizens
of our county the 1953 Seals,
which is the Joyful Face of a
Child singing a Christmas Carol,
the symbol of faith, hope, purity
and love of sufferers from this
disease throughout the nation.
Those present were: airs. Bun
Swann, Mrs. Ruth Brown, Mrs.
Bryan
Tolley. Mrs. Humphreys
Key, Mrs. Graves Hendon; Mrs.
0. C. Wells, Mrs. Chesley Butterworth, Mrs. Bob McCuiston, Mrs.
Tommy Lavender, Mrs Maynard
Ragsdale,
Mrs. Lowry Parker,
Mrs. A. G. Outland, Mrs. R. H.
Robbins, Mrs. Hollie Purdom, Mrs.
Leslie
Putnam.
Mrs
Leonard
Vaughn, Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs.
J. A. Outland, Mrs. A F. Doran,
and Miss Virginia Moore.
ginla Moore

Lynn Grove FFA
Officials Attend
Fund Drive Meeting
President Glenn Eaker and Advisor C W. Jones of tht Lynn
Grove FFA chapter attended the
kickoff camp fund raising drive
at
Hardinsburg.
Kentucky
on
November 10.
The purpose of this drive Ls to
get the money needed for the
camp improvement.
The day .started with a parade
and ended with a bar-b-que

All the state FFA officers attended this meeting with the guest
including the Governor, State FHA
The Eighth Grade and the Parpresident, and many other
ent Teacher Association of the
government officials.
Murray Training School are °nee
-- -The
again
Calloway
sponsoring
their
County quota in
annual
Chapter 92, Royal Arch Masons, the
drive is 42.000.
Book Bazaar
held their annual election and inThe Bazaar begins on -November
stallation of officers on Novem15 and ends on November 21. It
ber 12.
will be held in the basement of
The following officers were electhe college library.
ted and installed:
Dick Sykes.
Books for the Bazaar will come
High Priest; William Sims, King; Visiting Hours: 10-30 11'30 A M.
from several well known comWilliam Solomon, Scribe; Norman
230- 4 30 P
panies. A few of the companies
Klalp. Secretary; Paul Dill, Treas7:00 "'5 30 PM
are Cabaness Books. Milton Book
urer; Ray Sinclair, Chaplain: Rob- Wednesdays complete record folCompany and the Tennessee Book
lows:
ert
Holland.
Captain of the Host;
Company.
Census
Milburn Holland, Principal Sojour40
All types of books for children
Adult Beds
ner; Otto Swann. Royal
so
Arch
and adults will be on display.
Emergency
Captain; Cecil
Beds
Dodds,
20
Master
Interested persons are invited
Patients Admitted
Third Veil: Lester ?Tanner Master
1
More folks through the plant yesto see this wide selection of books.
Patients
Dismissed
Second Veil; and
0
Rue)
terday.
New
Citizens
Master First Veil,
0
Patients admitted from Monday
Robert Holland. Jr., is reporter
Calloway
The
of
herd
dairy
the
County
ago
years
Six
Health
500
p.m. to Wednesday Noon'
First cause Charlie Lasetter and
of the organization.
Department answers some ques- Roy Morris in Pendleton County
Master Dennis Gail Tidwell. RI
fifty pupils of the seventh - and
tions
per
milk
on
pounds
of
overweight
averaged
5.000
problems.
I.
Lynn Greve, Mrs Robert Cheseighth grade of Faxon School.
Were you born fat? It is what cow, this year the average is 8,ter. Rt. 6. Benton, Mrs. Chester
you eat that makes you fat or 000 pounds.
Kendall. So 2nd, Murray: Mr.
Later yesterday Mrs Melton Out- thin.
Don't blame your weight
Perry H,arrison, Rt. I. Farmington:
land brought twenty pupils from on your family.
Mrs James Dobson, Gen Del., Seher Faxon sixth grade through.
dalia; Mrs William E. Bingtiam,
Are your
THE BAD
glands
to
blame?
203 1-2 lath St. Murray; Mr. Alvle
They rarely are! See your doctor
I. Seventy-three-year-old King
Jones. RI 1, Hardin . Mr Harold
to be sure, but be prepared to
Ibn Saud of Saudi Arabia died
in the game last night Murray
We hope the students learned
M. Morton, 2205 Brighton Drive,
and his son, Emir Saud. became High won over Trigg County
something on their trip There are cut down on fats, sweets foods
by Louisville; Miss Cyenthia
Housden.
head of the oil-rich desert king- a score of 30-0.
so many different things going on and starches.
Rt. I. Paris. Tenn.: Mrs. John
Can overweight cause trouble?
dom which extends from the Perin • daily paper that it's probably
The first touchdown came when Partner, 514 So. 4th, Murray; Mrs
sian Gulf to the Red Sea, Ibn
confusing to someone who never If you were tired of carrying a
Gentry Townley, P.O. Box 787,
This the fifth in a series of juv- fy in the ease. But, according to
saw one before It even gets con- 20 pound package, you would pet
Juveniles who violate laws and Saud, called the greatint Arab Phillips passed to Garland for 45
What about 20 extra enile delinqaency. The following police. the driver and six other unwanted children from broken since Mohammed. had been the yards and a tally
Dale Alexand- Paris, Tenn ; Miss Linda !della
fusing to people in the business at It down.
Fereuson. Hazel.
pounds of weight? They put a dispatch tells of the problems that teenagers saw to it that the yourag homes are sent
times.
to the youth gold- West's staunchest friend among er scored the second touchdown Friday's complete record follows:
strain on your heart.
confront a big city.
passenger wouldn't "talk-at learn
ce c,enter.- 'They are kept there the Arab nations. His son also on a 30 yard run.
Census
........
Overweight may also help to
for a while.
They visited the about 10 days and then transfer- is friendly to the West, but the
The,, third touchdown came On • Adult Beds
411
develop: 1. High blood pressure.
oil
pool
prospective
beneath
witness'
home
and
Saudi
red
Arabia
to
other
is
institutions
sent to
By JOSEPH M. FINNIGAN
pass from Phillips to Alexander, Emergency Beds
10
2 Kidney diseaoe. 3. Diabetes. 4.
one
the
of
severely.
world's
beat
him
greatest
foster
hnmes, or paroled to their
and is good for
United Press Staff Correspondent
40 yards and • touch- Patients Admitted
4
Hardening of the arteries.. Would
a primer target of Communist
These are just samples of the parents.
down.
Patients Dismissed
a lot of exercise help you lose?
San Francisco. le-The recent rising_ wave of juvenile crime
Elmer Gaetjen, superintendent of core'ruest. It remains to be seen
Patients
admitted
from Weds\asIt takes a mile and one-half to escape of-12 youths from the San which includes teen-age 'prostitu- the center's detention
In the third period Murray mar- day Noon to Friday
quarters. whether the son is as strong as
5:00 p. in, t
walk off ONE Slice of chocolate Francisco Youth Guidance Center tion, drug addiction, armed rob- says the center ;s
ked up a safety resulting front a
overcrowded. the father.
Miss
Linda 'Melia Ferguson. HaLEXINGTON, Ky.- L'ntversity cake. Diet is far quicker.
dramatized a juvenile delinquency bery and all the other categories At present there are 135 boys and
2. The Communists, too, were blocked Trigg County punt.
zel,
Ky.; Mrs. Hugh Merrell, 1211
of Kentucky authorities reported
What kinds of foods make you which, authorities say, is getting of crime ranging from misdemean- 45 girls at the center.
He also looking for trouble in neisthboring
Phillips ran over the
final S Cherry, Centralia, Ill.; Mrs.
this week that fourteen students fat? Pies, cakes, fried foods, but- worse.
ors to murders.
complains that there are, not en- Iran which also is oil-rich. In touchdown on a 35
yard spurt. Rosa Williams, route 2, Murray;
from Calloway County are among ter, cream, gravy, rich dressings,
The youths fled from the modCity officia4s, members of the ough supervisory employes and Tehran they seized upon the trea- Phillips kicked
all four
extra Mrs. James H. Beane, 200 E. Pop5,652 men and women attending candy, and all sweets.
ern five-million-dollar center af- Police Department's Juvenile Bu- that officials -should have more son trial ref ousted Preimer Mo- points
to make it 30 to 0.
lar St., Murray, Ky.; Mr. Joe Wilthe institution during the current
Does dieting mean cutting down ter forcing a supervisor to sur- reau and youth guidance workera authority to discipline
hammed
the
childMossadegh for new demMurray High won all games liams. route 6, Murray; Mr. Earnfall semester.
on food? You will still eat en- render his keys as he prepared agree there is- a rise in the num- ren under our care."
onstrations against the government this year with the
exception of est Indrey, route 1. Murray: Mn-,.
Dr Richard L. Tuthill, Univer- ough to satisfy your hunger, but to show the inmates
a movie.
ber of violent acts committed by
According to Gaetjen. juvenile and incitement to revolt. Mossa- the Hopkillasville game.
John A. Shekel]. Churchill Apt.
sity registrar. said that all of Ken- only that much. No more stufOne of the escapees. age 16. re- boys and girls under 18.
delinquency has no favorite breed- degh
had
accepted
Communist
Murray, and baby boy Shekell;
tucky's 120 counties are represent- fing food you really don't
want turned home just long enough to
Official figure show thpt 1.875 ing ground-one neighborhood is help in his fight to oust the Shah.
Mr. Heward Edwards, Route 1.
ed in the student body this fall.
or need.
threaten his stepmother with a juveniles were arrested last year as good, or bad, as the next.
ALL HIS
3. The Trieste situation is eiBenton: Mr. James A. Parker. it
Students are also listed front 35
What kinds of foods are the best knife unless she gave him money for a variety of crimes 'ranging
It is high in the farm belt, too. pecially embarrassing to the West2, Kirksey; Mrs, Owen Billington,
other states, the District of Colum- for a
diet? You need more foods and the keys to the family auto from robbery and homicide, In- he said, ai in urban areas, as evi- ern
NEW
YORK an-Barry Bond, 509 N. 7th
Allies because it is in their
bia, and 21 foreign countries and that are
St., Murray: Mn. Culnot fattening, such as His father disarmed him, but the cluding one murder, to rape and denced by a recent gang fight be- Ow71 backyard.
26. a salesman, was the owner toLast week end
len Futrell, Model, Tenn.; Mies
U.S. possessions. Veteran enrollraw and cooked vegetables (with- youth fled, only to be arrested in prostitution.
day
of a $10,000 gem -encrusted
tween the King CRY', Calif., High six persons were killed and scores
ment for the fall term totals 768
Carolyn Orr, route 1. Hazel; Mr.
out dressings or butter), fruits, another city.
These figures cover only the School football team and a gang injured among Italians demonstra- bracelet
Korean veterans number 495. and
Neal Starks, route. I. Almm Mr.
lean meats, cottage cheese, skim
Bond found the bracelet In a
Another of the escapees, also 16. cases of juvenile delinquents who of Spanish-AmericiMs. The fight ting for Trieste's return to Italy.
273 World War II veterans are
Ralph V. Richerson. route I, Haztheater a year ago and puzzled
milk or buttermilk.
Remember
stole
from
rifle
apartment
a
an
Were
caught
resulted
into
University's
in
the
broupht
Italy
and
death
one
of
grid
the
blamed
school.
still in
Allied-controlled poOf
el; Mrs. Ishmael Clayton, route 1,
it over
to Bond
star and sent a half dozen other lice for the killings and heated police turned
total enrollment. 1.618 are women. too, that losing weight should be house and terrorized the city for court.
Big Sandy, Tenn.: Mrs.
Buell
Thursday when the owner failed
under
supervision
the
of
your
docsurrendered.
before
hours
24
Philip
he
now
Green,
students
youths
projuvenile
to
chief
hospital
the
County
Calloway
with ser- words were exchanged between
Stroud, 702 West Main, Murray,
to claim it.
tor.
bation
explbded
Teen-age
in
Illissearrce
Eugene
officer,
classes
are:
'bending UK
said that in thes.firet Inuit knife
brass knuck Italy and Britain-two non,inal aland
Ky.; Master James Hooper. rt. 1,
A series of weight ceintrol clas- another incident Involving the 16- nine months of 1953 there hal been wiatinds.
Bobby
James Chaney,
Chaney.
lies. The demonstrations did not
Murray; Mrs. Hafford Beane and
SUPER
PEA
SHOOTERS
ses
will
November
begin
16,
7
King.
passenger
year-old
Jerry
and
the 17- a 47.5 per cent increase (weir the
Dowdy, Robert Foy,
In their fight apainst )twenile help to settle the dispute which
baby girl, 513 Beetle at., Murray;
p.
m.
will
and
continue
confor
4
Ronnie
Ryan,
year old driver of a car which comparable period last year in delinquency, authorities are get- now seems headed toward continu
James Love, Jean
NEW YORK (tSI-Mrs Anna Eagle Mr. James HutchInseh, rt 3, DovMonday
nights.
Miss killed a police captain's son. The complaints
Wells, Gene Wells. all of Murray; secutive
involving boys who ting Some help from churches, lo- ed stalemate or, if the Allies are
45,
operator of a toy store in er, Tenn.; Mrs. Obid Burkeen and
Marjorie
Murphy,
Area,
Nutrition
driver was accused of drinking committed illegal acts which re- cal clubs and youth organizations. successful, toward a five-power
Cletus Jones and Joe Jones, DexBrooklyn.
was fined $5 Thursday baby boy, rt. I, Almo; Mrs. John
Consultant
will teach the _classes. before the accident.
ter: George Adams, Lynn Grove:
quired formal court action. With delinqueney on the rise. meeting among the United States,
for
selling
.25 asaliber pellets to R. Garland, rt. I, Alrno; Mr. WilFoy,
Admission slips may be obtained
Robert White, Hazel; William
He was charged with menslatiHe said the increase for girls they acknowledge they have a France and Britain, and the two
boys
for
their
"super" pea shoot- liam C. Flora, 1411 Poplar St..
from your family physiclen.
Murray.
ghter. The passenger was to testi- has been 25 per cent over 1952. hard job on their hands.
antagonists. Italy and Yugoslavia. ers.
Murray.

Answers Given
On Weight Control
By Department

Royal Arch Masons
Elect New Officers

Murray Hospital

Tune Town Planned
For This Evening

Large Cities Have Difficulty With Teenage
Gangs; A Situation That Is betting Worse

Murray High Wins
Final Game Of
The Season

Fourteen From
County Attend
University
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TODAY'S SPORTS PARADE

manuf'act'urers

BEING

GOOD

NEIGHBORS IMPORTANT

The large number of people who attended a ParentTeacher Association Dad's Night, the other night at Murray High School, attested to the interest that people have'
in the welfare of their children.
These Dad's Night dinners occur each year in most
schools of the county, and in some cases it gives the
fathers the only opportunity they have of examining thA

'Aye Girl'

school where their children spend nine , months of the
year. and to talk to the teachers who exert so much influence on their children.
When we stop and consider for a moment, we can see
•
that the school teacher is one of the most important! •
persons in the lives of our children.. He or she has charge
of the childian_is your home for most of their waking
hours, for three quarters of the year.
to us to talk with the teachers
of teaching our own children for
the past seven years. because in every case we have seen
evidence of real Interest in the development of a human
mud.
who hate had the job

reinstatement and return to
the big tournaments . . meaning
he's on parole.
You might call C. V. Whitney
the "cornpleat angler" of the horsey set. He currently is prepping
a colt called Fisherman for HiaHis
leah's
$100,000 Flamingo.
stable also includes a pair named
ond
Fish Fry and Fish Wife . .
there have been tames when, Twining poorly, they were a filet_of
soul.
So you guys think you can bowl?
Well, a young lady named Dorothy
Yoshi rectialy rolled 300. 235 and
201 in Akron. Ohio . . . and the
Bowling
International
Women's
Congress has five women averaging over 200 in league play.
Notre Dame's athletic officials
are justly proud of Neil Wonden
and Johnny Lattner-but seem to
favor Lattner.
Athletic Director Moose Krause
proved it when he said Lattner
gresta-while4 %Vorden
was
was
merely a c-roes between Broako
N..aursiti and Jurepin' Joe Savoldi!

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL
By UNITED PRES6
Recreation Bowl
Lafayette 21. Lynch 6
Big Sandy Bowl
Catlettsburg 27, Cumberland 13
Non Conference
'
Hamilton, Ohio 13, Fidget 7
Newport Cath. 18, Dixie Hts.
Newport Pub. 13, Reading.. 0., 7
Owensboro 35, Shawnee 7
Lou Central 27, Lex. Dunbar 7
Greenfield. Tenn. 37, Fulton a
Northern Conference
Holmes 47, Beacrue 0
Highlands 47, Camobell Co.
Louisville City
Male 12, St Xavier 7
Fern Creek 32. Atherton 0
South Central Conference
Tompkinsvklle 14. !'town 0
Western Conference
5tarray IS, Trigg Co. 0
Mayfield 41, Owensboro Cath. 30
Morganfield 12. Marion
Frank-Simp. 41. Providence 6

I.ftn gr...ae students recently
received a letter from Dr. Edsvari
M Weyer editor of Natural Hiss

A teacher who'does not have this real interest has no
place in the teaching profession.
Salaries of teachers in Kentucky are low and in some

cases ridiculously so. There must be some compensation
in teaching, just as there is in other professions, other
than the remuneration received.
This compensation. we feel sure, is the inner pleasure
derived from having had a part in -developing a small
boy or girl into a responsible individual.

Probably the teachers in the lower grades are in line'
to receive this compensation better than ,those in the
is
MIA &RIESS Mari Blarchard
higher grades, but we stand to be corrected on this stateUse U. S. eactdc tteet's "Aye
ment.
Gar for December, and has
It is amazing to us that a first grade teacher can take
been so notated by the fleet
a six year old boy or girl, and in the short
public:Caen. A ys. Before getspace of one
year. teach the child to read.
ting to Hollywood she was
•erimezig
lustiest paid of
However as one teacher pointed out to us, one of the
/1 aterisatiostia/
Models.
that she is 11110St interested in is teaching the
child to get along 'with no; fellow man.
11W
So many capable people today are marked for
fiii1;:re
for just one riason. they don't respect the opinions and
privileges of the people they work with.
,
.We know that "reading, writing and
arithmetic" is
very-important in Schools of today,
but equally so is the!
art of learning to be a good neighbor.
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MTS Fifth Grade
Receives Letter
From Editor

It has been pleasing

ei

FOR SALE-

,r, I50.00. 0
pedium isa

WIHISGSAVIICIS -111,1421/A.- by Camas in Maistaj._ pee westik,pow - •
By OSCAR FRALEY-.
United Press Sports Writer
AMMO Olic. In Galloway and adjoining 00NDRI11L 111, rig% Oft alle•
New York, 11.10-Two of the bigsealik SUL
iast issues at the minor league
Lbe rI.gOI IC Meet sky Advertising. Lettere 06 Ille Mese. baseball . meetings opening Nov. 30
41141
not tor teie
liallistwat at Atlanta will be television insir Pettalle V otos name 'mach in our seutuoia
40 OW neadetia
fringement by the majors and that
draft prices be raised.
SATURDAY, NOVEIthER 14, 1953
.The minors are fighting for their
life but they aren't expected to
get anywhere with their TV plea.
MEDICOS OFFENDED
their
According to a United Press dispatch the American They may get some actionbe nraised
appeal that draft prices
displeased
over claims made by 50 percent, however. The minors
Medical Association is
and distillers that their brands have bawd that baseball is a spoil
cigarette
of cigareLtee. or whiskey, are good for the health, and and not A businesi--but they obciting the testimony of sonic physician, or physician.s, as viously don't believe it
Times . awastin' in the sports
proof.
The association is so displeased that fruiter January world and, if you don't believe it.
at the qualifiers for
first there will be no cigarette or whiskey ads accepted Cake a look senior
natianai gots
the PGA
by the AMA Journal wnich is read\by most physicians championship
played at
to be
and surgeons in the United States.
Dunedin. Fla.. Jan. 28-30 QualiThe Journal has received a small amount of revenue fiers have to be at least 50-yeam
from whisky advertising. but receipts from cigare;te ad- old and they incaude thaes formvertising run between $100,000
d $115,00U,a year.
er Ryder Cuppers. a former U. S
In recent years the Journal
criticized,\cigarette Open champion. an ex-British
advertising in its editorial columns and has carried scien- Amateur champion and it fo-rtner
tific reports that indicate a possible link between increas- British PGA champ..
Among the oldsters you may reing lung cancer and heavy smoking.
member -when" aye Willie HunThe cigarette folks have gone the limit in making it ter, Billy Burke. Al Watreus ar.d
appear leading doctors endorse the smoking habit and Joe Tuznesa . . . time and tide,
we are glad that the AMA is showing its resentment by etc.
refusing cigarette advertising.
- The blackasting of Earl Coahell.
Now if something could be done to prevent advertising the bad boy of tennis, has been
cigarettes on television and making it appear to children partially lifted and he will be
in the homes that physicians, as well as stars of stage permitted to compete in Pacific
If he le&-Tis
and screen and leading athletes, smoke cigarettes, and region tournaments.
his -temper under control, the roarconsider it "smart" to do so, the habit may be regarded ing redhead next may apply for
in its proper light.
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eassee Came
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In his letter he tells of his exploraLon through Brazil where he
stayed aith the Carnayura Indians
In telling of his trip. Dr Weyer
said. -I felt very thrilled on approactung the village of these Indates who are so little :hanged
by 'civilization The Indians lived in thatched
huts made of poles iscid vines, they
used flour made from the tapioca plant and ate fish killed with
bow and atrows. stated Dr. Wry.
te.

CONGRESSIONAL election spotlight is on Los Angeles, where
a race Is on for the seat vacated by Norris Poulson. Republican, who became mayor.
Voting Is NOV. 10. Map show'
seven states (In black) In which
congre.aional Sellti have been
filled *ince President Eisenhowdiser took Mika, and all seven
tricts went Democratic. Should
Anthe Democrats win in Los
geles, California's 24th district,
218
the House division would be
Republicans, 216 DeMOCrat3 and
candione independent. Four
dates are on the ballot: Democrats George L. Arnold and
Irving Markheptiorl Repute
411111 *Mit
beans Glen
Collier,rha Democrats are riding a wave of two recent upset
wins, to New Jersey and WSWInternettonal)
COILSM voting.

Democratic candidate George Arnold and tila wife, on
doorbell campaign, talk with Mrs. Ida Heineman (right).

Republican caadldate Glen
Lipscomb and his wife.

Jack Jones Pastor
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7.45 p. as.
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Monday through Fr.day 12:30 a, We welcome everyone
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North 12th Street
Mass Nov. 1 at 7:30 a. in. and
Nov. 8 at 10.00. Alternate each
Sunday as above.
7:00
Mass Holy Days

10:do
11 00
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Book Bazaar
To Be Held

A book bazaar will be held Nov.
15-21, National Book, Week, in the
•
Adventist
Seventh use
r,e.
egb
ea Librraar)
th
lle
the
forGo
pigie
,V. st rs
WIIINNOtr -"Church as
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Chwich School
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Tr.uning Union
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Coached By Gamy
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FRANK SOUTHARD, American representative on the International
Monetary board, shown testifying before the Senate investigating
committee In Washington, told reporters that William Henry
Taylor (right) still is on the Monetary fund payroll as assistant
director, and that Taylor is responsible to lvar Root of Sweden,
managing director. Taylor, also shown before the committee,
dented 1948 testimony of former Red spy Elizabeth Bentley that
he was a member of • secret government earoonag• call. Chairman Joseph McCarthy (Iti, Michigan said Harry Dexter Whites
sponsored Taylor for Treasury job in 1941.
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48 Forest Fires
Burn In State
frigerator for $50.00.
One gas
ibeauty range almost new for $90.
FOR SALY..-.-ONE 1..A1WE scon Airlene Gas Company, 504 Main.
n19c
se, Iffie.011. Bee good used1 ft re
giedium size oil beet°, wifh kaew.WILL SACRIFICE CAFE, BARB-Q STAND, 3 dwellings at Granan oil heater: Like hew, for saleTrailer Court,
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town. Valuabre papers. "Rewaid, customs, speech and clothes are
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nleic true to New York for that period.
Bill White. The baby a as'At‘ind at home of hcr parents near
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•The TV story of the red-haired
family is so true to form even the
cast members dyed thew lean- red.
although the show is seen in
black-and-white.
A network spokesmact explained
ft VI MMus Ammar asass
the topknots of the chavict rs
ic aim
"look uniform, though the show
isn't in con r." Besides, the red
hair adds atmosphere.
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on Wu creative advertising wort in plowed earth, as though be nad after the red cranberries that rated
play toured this country and
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RICHARD STAMMER, 20. and his wife Shirley, 18, are shown looking
for your Druz, Prescription and Sundry Needs.
wrists of Kinasley Cumniliwca- The
King She surmises the? n• I. •Ilersic loved its anonymity, known it was in the back row," Eric came back. tacular." reflected Mrs. Day. "The
at a nnoto of their 5-month-old son in Evansville, Ind.. before
to eats Alotiog ta her apartment Christ her town. Here she coJid be any- "1 was as bold as the knights of
story is Letter suited to teleyinen.
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
word came that tie had been found -near Bokco
mes Eve Charlotte answers the phone
O, Okla., at
I think. because TV is more Bairntwice. The second !.all is her mother thing. within reason. Here, where old," he went on, "dropping in like
farm home of parents of Norma Jean Doughty,
known
as
ambitions rose high as the surging this."
11:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. for Church Hour
ate. Its really such a , deheale
Mrs Wanda White, their babysitten Mrs. White admitted taking
CHAPTER FIVE
buildings, and the city seemed to
"What would you have done
story you know."
the baby, hitchhiking to Oklanonia,
WHAT bad her tether been like. pulse with the heartbeat of the with the cranberries, popcorn,
f interact/ newt .,unaphato,,
really? Charlotte strained to re- millions. She would make money, Christmas tree and champagne If
NANCY
capture hlrh-to see a face, hear a and she would have clothes, • 1 hadn't been home?" Charlotte
By Ernie Bushmiller
voice, touch a reality. She knew smart apartment. She would bear asked.
that he had been tall, rather good- concerts and see shows, go to the
"But you were home."
looking. in tact, with eyes as blue sort of restaurants one read about_
"You mean you don't believe in
as the sky he lived beneath. But She would become one of the chic what-ifs?"
]I
what was in the eyes? She'd career creatures one also reads
"No. Nor might-have-beens, nor
.
never looked to see, had she' What about, • graduate of the finishing it-onlya"
had he thought about out in nil school that was New York. She
VA L I
Has that a meaning, Charlotte
fields? What was behind his habit- would show -everybody . . . what- wondered, or is he lust uncomp11-.
\
ual quiet-peace or pain or simply ever it took, besides brains.
cated? She looked at him, as lie
nothing?
The next four years were all looped a rope of popcorn about the
He had built her a swing and a alike. By day she clerked in green
branches, watching the
dollhouse, brought her a red purse Macy's. In the teeming basement. strong, yet gentle hands, the masand taken her to the circus. From In hosiery. In lingerie. In Better culine, yet sensitive profile. And
time to time he had let her pick Dresses. Service with a smile. Yea, she thought how different this
a kitten or a puppy from a litter. madam: no, madam: thank you. evening might hare been, clays...
and had allowed her to keep a It you could see yourself as others
Eric turned and facen her, they
yellow duckling and • black chick see you, madam.
held each-other's gale, and the
to grow up as beloved and useless
By night she rushed off to moment hung between them. Charpets. Such things Charlotte re- school, then home again to study, lotte stood rooted, and then she
membered. But not the individual, hunched up in the uncomfortable seemed to sway, as though she had
not the stranger beyond reach straight chair in the uncomfort- looked down from a great height.
whom now belatedly she mourned able rooming-house cubicle that
She whipped her will to break
•'
- U I. P.
Her mother had met him when was too hot in summer, cold and the spell.
54 ,
1.1, MI •••••••4e
she was eighteen. She had come cheerless in winter.
"I have presents for the cats,"
over from her home In New York
Play-what Was play? Some- she said. "I'll pet them."
ABNER
City to spend the summer on ner times after class she had a cup of
It was over, she was safe on U.e
By Al Capp
aunt's farm. In August she had coffee and a hamburger with some ground again.
YO'ALL KNOWS Tie lit.1:-.E.Sff-ANY
eloped with Edgar Morgan. Char- boy who couldn't afford more beAdJ'
5"(1TkeThey sat watching the circus
FRIGHTENE__,sKoNIK or A BACHELOR
AS USUAL,
LADIES TEARS C F-WITH r :AR'.
lotte couldn't imagine her father cause he, too, Was working him- performance of April and may
T.
THE,
WHICH GITS CAUGHT
ANY -UGH AST)-LAR 03JECT-AN'NOT A DROP
eloping. Or had a flame gone out self through school.
with their new toys.
vo n-4E_
WEATHER
D0GPATCH GAL-00'1'7A MARRY HER
NIEPC`I
0'
THAR
IN
HUSBANDLove-who believed in love?
in him later, tinted by the head"That's a floor show worth adBACI1ELOi-i
ON
-AN'
IIEGOIN'O
NO
UT
OF
IT!!
HUNGRY
HEARTS1,
high, fastidious wife?
Who had time for it?
mission," Eric said. -They must
SADI E
Then suddenly there came the be fun to have arodnd."
Tragedy of waste: two people
HAWKINS
(
111-met and married. Now Charlotte chance to work in Macy'• adver"They're someone to talk to,"
DAY
f
could understand It. But not then, tieing department. Everyone was Charlotte said. "We really doIs
ikeinng tier a discovery, everybody commurucate."
after her Mother left
r
THREATENING
as surprised at her ability. Ex"How did you come by them?"
More and more, as she went Into
the terrible teens, Charlotte with- cept C.lutrlotte herself. That was Eric wanted to know.
THE
drew into nerself, a Lid locked. simply all part of the plan, as was
"One thing at a time. They were
DAC HELORS
She spent tormented hours in her the progress to Delafield's last street strays, little lost-and-foundSHIVER
lings. Cats are my weakness. After
room, brooding over her mothers year.
-BUT
Finally she could afford her own all, they're fellow creatures, sharphotograph, her emotions ambivaNOT
lent. Loving her mother yet bating apartment, such as it was.sAnd a ing the earth with us." Charlotte
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her, Naming her but blaming ner telephone, with her name in the tossed the ball for April to refather more. Somehow, it was his Manhattan directory, where, on a trieve. "I think anyone who's cruel
fault, somehow he had failed. But hunch, a long-lost mother, alone to animals is 'fit for treason, stratagems' and such," she finished.
neither parent had thought of her, and ill, could look It up.
Eric's eyes were dark and Spec"In the beginning lies the end
nobody wanted her.
Charlotte was sullen and silent and all that leads thereto." All ulative. "The other side of Charlotte,"
happened
he said.
in the last year,
With Use ill-tempered woman who that had
"Like • phonograph record."
kept house for them, and with the leading to what?
The doorbell sliced through her Charlotte smiled ruefully. "There's
neighbors whc carne to call. She
felt that because she looked so solitude. The cats rushed in panic, always one side you buy it for, but
exactly like that other Charlotte as dad Charlotte's thoughts. She you get stuck with the poor piece
Morgan. her mother, they all -ex- pressed the buzzer that opened the on the °thee side."
Then they saw that both scamd
pected her to turn out bad, too. street door, then waited behind nein
cats stood still and stiff, sharp
own until the knock carne.
Everyone is against ma.
ears seeming to hear something,
"'Who"44) it"
It didn't matter what people
"Charlotte! It's me, Eric," he wild, worried eyes seeming to ace
thought, since you hated them.
something. in a moment It waS
Nothing mattered except to show called, close to the door.
Eric! He'd never been here. In over.
them-to prove to them that you
"What In the world?" Eric
needed no one: not • father, cer- a rusk of relief she opened the
tainly not • mother. The thing was door, lie stood hesitant. In one puzzled.
"They're occult creatures, you
to make a plan and have the de- hand he had • bottle of chem.
termination to follow through. pagne. The other held up a small know," Charlotte tried to explain,
and felt her eyes, too, must show
Somehow she would get educated, Christmas tree.
"I found this growing In Brook- her alarm. "They near and see
though the farm was losing money
things that mere man never will."
lyn,"
said.
be
every year. Atfd"-then she'd be a
Suddenly Charlotte laughed out
But what did they sense, what
success, across the river, in bright,
loud, she heard the unaccustomed did they bear? Was someone outbeckoning New York.
Edgar Morgan) feeling a failure, sounds come out of herself. "Come side-listening-waiting?
(To Bo Continued),
plant it."
aware of Charlotte's deauiure, which on in." she said. "We'll- •••-•
-_
I
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By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer
seam Oa
New York, flfs—Two of the biggest issues at the minor league
resierve tne nom to Noel* any Aavertismg. Leviers 16 Ile
baseball meetings opening Nov. 30
Puhtie Voice name artUen in our epLnion are not tor in. Ilan lailanat at Atlanta will be television inII our rawer&
fringement by the majors and that
draft prices be raised.
-SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1953
The minors are fighting for their
life but they aren't expected to
get anywhere with their TV plea.
MEDICOS OFFEN DED
their
According to a United Press dispatch the American They may get some action onraised
appeal that draft prioes te
Medical Association is displeased over claims made by 50 percent, however. The minors
cigarette manufacturers and distillers that their brands have heard that baseball is a sport
of cigarettee, or whiskey, are good for the health, and and not a business—but they obciting the testimony of some physician, or physicians, as viously don't believe it.
Times Wwastin' in the sports
proof.
The association is so displeased that
'
after January world and, if you don't believe it,
first there will be no cigarette or whiskey ads accepted take a look at the qualifiers for
golf
by the AMA Journal wtuch is read by most physicians the PGA senior national
championship to be played at
and surgeons in the United States.
Dunedin. Flu,, Jan, 28-30 QualiThe Journal has received a small amount of revenue fiers have to be at least 50-years
from whisky advertising, but receipts from cigarette ad- old and they inc:ude theca: formvertising run between $100,000
er Ryder Cuppers, a former U. S.
d$115,000 a year.
In recent years the Journal
cr.iticize4 cigarette Open champion, an ex-British
advertising in its editorial columns and has carried scien- Amateur champion and a former
tific reports that indicate a possible link between increas- British PGA champ.
Among the oldsters you may reing lung cancer and heavy smoking.
member "when" are Willie HunThe cigarette folks have gone the limit in making it ter, Billy Burke, Al Watrous and
appear leading doctors endcrse the smoking habit and Joe Turnesa . . . time and tide,
we are glad that the AMA is showing its resentment by etc.
refusing cigarette advertising.
The blacklisting of Earl Cochell,
Now if something could be done to prevent advertising the bad boy of tennis, has been
cigarettes on television and making it appear to children partially lifted and-. he will be
in the homes that physicians, as well as stars of stage permitted to compete in Pacific
If he keeps
and screen and leading athletes, smoke cigarettes, and region tournaments.
his temper under control, the roarconsider it "smart" to do so, the habit may be regarded ing redhead next may apply for
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BEING GOOD NEIGHBORS IMPORTANT
The large number of people who attended a ParentTeacher Association Dad's Night, the other night at Murray High School, attested to the interest that people have
in the welfare of their children.
These Dad's Night dinners occur each year in most
schools of the county, and in some cases it gives the
fathers the only opportunity they have of examining th6
school where their children spend nine months of the
year, and to talk to the teachers who exert so much influence on their children.
When we stop and consider for a moment, we can see
that the school teacher is one of the most important'
persons in the lives of our children_ He or she has charge'
of the children in your home for most of their waking
hours, for three quarters of the year.
It has been pleasing to us to talk with the teachers
who have had the job of teaching our own children for
the past seven years, because in every case we have seen
evidence of real interest in the development of a human

HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL
By UNITED PRESS
Recreation Bowl
Lafayette 21, Lynch
Big Sandy Bowl
Catlettsburg 27, Cumberland 13
Non Conference
Hamilton, Ohio 13, Flaget 7
Newport Cath. 18, Dixie Hts. 0.
Newport Pub. 13. Reading,, G., 7
Owensboro 35, Shawnee 7
Lou. Central 27, Lex. Dunbar 7
Greenfield. Tenn. 37, Fulton 20.
Northern Conference
Holmes 47, Bellevue 0
Highlands 47, Camobell Co.
Louisville City
Male 12. St. Xavier 7
Fern Creek 32. Atherton 0
South Central Conference
Tompkinsvklle 14. nown 0
Western Conference
Murray IS. Trigg Co. 4
Mayfield 41, Owensboro Cath. 20
Morganfield 12, Marion 6
Frank-Simp. 41. Providence 6

'Aye Girt'

Colts Start Season
Coached By Gainey
By GLAM. MITER
The MTS.Crlts arc starting the
1953-54 season under the expert
handling. of Jim Gainey. a 6 8"
transfer to Murray State from
South Carolina. Jim will not only
tench the Celts, but will also play
for the Murray Thoroughbreds.
This year's Colt treatn .shouTd-be
stronger than last year's team becantle we lost only three of last
year's players.

to spare. Leroy la one of the
few seniors.
The smallest boy on the Colt's
raster is Don Gibbs._ who is also
an excellent set shot ;artist. Don
stands only 5'
and is a sophomore. He lacks height but should
be a constant threat with his driving lay-ups.

Dale Barnett; a clasey 6 Sophomore, should be 'the sparkplut of
the team. He is caol, calm, and
Dale
t •n ex...Bent goal &hot
should be our caodidate for allCounty honars
He will be at a
froward polities'.
Pete Waldrop. a 6' 1" senior
with a lot of hustle and determination. will be a threat under
the boards. Pete also is a good
goal shot and will play forward
The center position will be held
down by James Wood 6' 3" juniay.
James has the making of a great
player with height and ability. He
should be outstanding under the
boards.
Leroy Todd, a transfer from Alnico will be playong guard.. Leroy, who stands an even 5' 7", is
.-t ).vat ertist with started
a great s,

r

When Max Barnett becomes elig:bk' after rChristmas. the Colts
will make ti,eir drive for County
honors. Max is one of the best
little players ever to wear a Con
uniform. Max can dribble, shoot,
and battle the boards with the
biggest of them. What else can
you do? Max stands 5' 10" and
is a junior. He is usually at his
best with something at slike, and
the county tournament will be.
Also becoming eligible in January will be Earl Barnett, a 6' 3"
sophomore transfer from Hardin.
Earl was great under the boards
and a pretty fair goal shot for
Hardin last year. With a year's
experience behind him, he should
he ready to go.
Also on the Colts' roster will be
Jackie • .Guerin. Bobby Heindon.
Gary Wicker, Junior Cherry and
Dun Harmon.
So when tournament time rolls
around, here are the boys who
might give the Colts a county
championship tram.
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CONGRESS VOTE r—
SPOTLIGHT IS ON,
LOS ANGELES

Democratic candidate George Arnold and his wife, on
doorbell campaign, talk with Mrs. Ida Heineman (Nett).

CONGRESSIONAL election spotwhere
light is on Loa Angeles,
vaa race is on for the seat
Recated by Norris POUIDOil,
publican. who became mayor.
Voting is Nov. 10. Map strov,a)
which
seven states (in black) in
congreasional seats have been
Eisenhowfilled since President
seven duiall
and
°thee,
took
er
Should
tricta went Democratic.
Anthe Dernociats win in Lem
geles, California's 24th district,
218
the House division would be
Republicans, 216 Democrats 8-nd
candione independent_ Four
dates are on the ballot: Democrats George la .Arnold and
Irving Marktielta sail KepubBeane Glen Lniglionsb and Joni
Collier. Phe Democrats are riding a wave at two recent upset
wins, in New Jersey and Wise
nterriat wool)
canna voting.

3--trabroke

horse
5—Downy
55—In a stn
directiot
3.4—Pot tprett
chemist
II—French
001411LICI
IS—Squirm
1S—Parent (
111.--priving I
St—Slaves
22—Noise
53—Edible r
II—Paddle
*6—Shut
El— Th e ors

es—Bows

service
51—Leak 15
12—Mediten
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Republican csadidata Glen
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Church School
11:00
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.7.00
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7:00 n.m
Evening Worship
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V. A. Unison, Pastor
PTA. Mrs. John Watson, M-.
12:45.
Sabbath School, Saturday ..9.30wor
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1130
Morning Worship Saturday
borough, arid Mrs. Harold Brook,
104 N. 15th Street
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Tuesday Prayer Service_ 7:30 p.m.
form the planning committee from
Ernest Clevenger. Jr., Minister
tail Main Street
Visitors Welcome
8:45
Sunday Bible Study
the PTA.
Rev. Orval Austin, Minister
10:40
The purpose of the Book Banor
9:46 Morning Worship
School
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
is to learn more about books and
Morning Worship ----------10:50 Subject: "Sin of Presumption"
Presbyterian Church
7:00
to eticourage more readers to own
Subject: "World's Largest „Dollar." Evening Wroship
"The Frekidly sanurcer
4.30 Subject: "God's Other Apostle"
books.
P.Y.F.
Rev. Earl Phelps Pastor
Some of the books for the baWestminister Fellowship ....Cali Monday College Class 12:30 p. m Services Every Sunday
Wed. Prayer Service __ 7:30 phi Wednenclay Service ____ 7:00 p. in Morning Worship
11.00 ant zaar have already arrived. Tla y
Visitors Welcome
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We WelBorne Everyone
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Edward
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received a
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Robert
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ofM. Weyer editor
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Sunday School
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11 a.m. Morning Worship
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cvening Worship
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Prayer Service
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The First Christian Church
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In telling of his trip, Dr Weyes•
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Evening Worship
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Evening
Service
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Kirksey, Kentucky
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Paul T Lyles, Pastor
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Sunday School
9:45 Morning Worship
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Rev. Kenneth Clay, Guest Speaker
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Church School
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Sunday School
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St.
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Wednesday
chorea
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Telephone 331
Gatlin Building
teachers te officers meeting 7:00
G. A's meeting at the church 3:00

Sunday's Church Services

Book Bazaar
To Be Held

MTS Fifth Grade
Receives Letter
From Editor
I

mind.
A teacher who

does not have this real interest has no
place in the teaching profession.
Salaries of teachers in Kentucky are low and in some
cases ridiculously so. There must be some compensation
in teaching, just as there is in other professions, other
than the remuneration received.
This compensation, we feel surc, is the inner pleasure
derived from having had a part in developing a small
boy or girl into a responsible individual.
Probably the teachers in the lower grades are in line
to receive this compenaation better than those in the
higher grades, but we stand to be corrected on this statement.
It is amazing toils
a first grade teacher can take
a six year old ti
/ey or girl, and in the short apace of one
year, teach the' child to read.
However As one teacher pointed out to Us, one of the
things that she is most interested in is teaching the child
to get along with his fellow man.
So many capable people, today are marked for failure
forlust one --reason, they don't respect the opinions and
priviteges of tbe people they work with.
• We know that "reading, writing and arithmetic" is
very important in schools of today, but equally so is the
art of learning to be a good neighbor.
. •

•

full reinstatement and return to
the big tournaments . . . meaning
he's on parole.
You might call C. V. Whitney
the "compleat angler" of the horsey set. He currently is prepping
a colt called Fisherman for HiaHis
$106.000 Flamingo.
leah's
stable also includes a pair named
Fish Fry and Fish Wife . . and
there have been times when, running poorly, they were a filet of
sbuL
So you guys think you can bowl?
Well, a young Lady named Dorothy
Fcsht recently rolled 300, 235 and
and the
201 in Akron, Ohio .
Bowling
International
Women's
Congress has five women averaging over 200 in league play.
Notre. Dame's athletic officials
are justly proud of Neil Worden
and Johnny Lattner—but seem to
favor Lattner.
Athletic Director Moose Krause
proved it when he said Lattner
great—while; Vi'orden wes
was
merely a _cross bitween Bronko
Naaurski and Jumpin' Joe Savoldi!

in its proper light.

AIME

FOR SALE----

Malties

atimmil Clam

th
Ai

FC

wiLlumns, Pt/

tilalared at Ina von away. muraKr: Itokeoclizr, E

SATURD

Mthl ACTRESS Mari Blanchard is
the U. S. Pacific fleet's "Aye
Girl" for December, and has
been so notified by the fleet
publication. A ye.. Before getWig to Hollywood abs was
highest paid of swimsuit
/international)
models,

FRAZE, MELUGIN & HOLTON

Murray.

Prayer, Praise and ITellowship
-Wed. 7:30 p. in.
Service
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Pastor
Rev. Leonard
10 am
Sunday School
11 am.
Morning Worship
6 pm
Training union
Prayer and Bible Study Wednes7:00 p.m.
day
Women's Misrionary Service tarsi
Wednesday each month 706 p.m
Sunbeam Band, Girl's Auxiliary
and Royal Amabssadors meet

Trick* In wake
A U. S. ARMY machincrun truck patrols riot-torn
.crt anti-American, antil-feritish strife in which several persons wire
Ikumg, Gointaratlye quiet fol1owo4,- flaterisaitortaiRadtopitotoL

Karksey Baptist Church
Half-Mile West of Kirksey
7.00 pm.
at
lk Fourth Sunday
at chiirchi
Otis Junes, Pastor
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship

nt

Kentuoisy

Does Make • Difference Who Write. Yew Iniursaimes

Gkt the•_SPACE

.. Get

the

BEAUTY...Get the BUY

GET Adril///ZIKLIZIOAL
•

Riley Furniture & Appliance Co.
510 West Main Street

Telephone 587

Charlotte nor
her eornet hiss
aisr apart meet

Christmas
of trying d. sper
oo bar cruailes
the hostile orfir
She ulili oould
Hay bonitos Ii.t
She wee eeesim
quit The neat
workers are holc
Mac- oomposei
10 S0 a ea to
Charlotte admits
lit love with Erie
ference she not.
valeta of Kiss
King
Si',, .urn
to cats Akins' la
mss Eve. Chartr
twice. The se_ol

-CHA F
WHAT laid
really? Cheri(
capture him—I
voice, touch s
that he had be
looking, in far
as the sky he
what was in
never looked to
had he thougt
fields? What •
ual quiet—pew
nothing?
He had built
dollhouse, brou
and taken her
time to time I
a kitten or a
and tad alloy
yellow ducklim
to grow up as
pets. Such tn
niemberect But
not the stras
whom now bet
Her mother
she was eight
over from her
City to spend
aunts farm. I
eloped with Ea
lotte couldn't
%loping. Or' ha
In him later,
high, fastidlour
Tragedy of
Ill-met and mar
could understa
after her motto
More and mc
the terrible tee
drew into her
She spent torn
room, broodine
photograph, he
lent. Loving he
.her, blaming ri
father more. 8
fault, somehow
neither parent
nobody wanted
Charlotte ws
With the ill-taa
kept house f6i.
neighbors whc
felt that bees
exactly like tt
Morgan, her
peeled her to
Everyone Or ct
It didn't rn
thought, since
Nothing mattei
them—to prove
needed no one:
tainly not • mo
to make a plai
termination ta
Somehow she s
though the fart
every year. At
111.1eeeini, across

beckoning New
Edgar Morgs
aware of Chario
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48 Forest Fires

1

Burn In State
frigerator for $50.00.
One gas
beauty range almost new for $90.
FOR SALE-)NE LAME SCOTS-lAirlene Gas Company, 504 Main.
n19e
MAL eon geed used 7 ft. r'ecedium size
biow:WI
LL
SACRIFICE CAFE, BARoilbeater w:h
B-Q STAND, 3 dwellings at GraThan oil heater: Like new, for saleTrailer Court,
16-E Heath, Ky.
at late season clearance price. One
nitip

FOR SALE

'CROSSWORD PUZZLE
a

*

4

ACROSS

3-4labrokras
horse
7-Downy ductal
1.1.--ht a straight
direction
16-Pot used In
chemistry
IS-French
conjunction
/6-Squirm
13-Parent fe0rlon.1
10-1eivirur lard
21-Slaves
22-Nolens
113-IDdible root
36-Paddle
116-11hut up
37-The Orient i!
79-Mows
SO-Church
service
ti-Leak throneh
12-Me4iterranears
Leland

ft-More vapid
ais-tiniat Lake
37-Cry like dove
Sie-Predectlag
tooth
40-flurried
al-Period of tlin•
(p1.)
43-Title of
respect
44-In the same
place fabbr.1
45-Ssoner
47-Pe rform
01-Callise a
prickling
sannetton
Ile-Habituates
62-Sunk la
middle
13-Beef animals

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

A.P
sy A
LEER

A

,
i
L7

.

6

14 i
T

7

WANTED

FOR SALE-BABY PARAKEETS
Any color $5.00. Ides. Bob McCuiston. 503 Olive. Call 837-J
n14e

A
L

ROT
J

FOR
SALE-NEW
HoUSg,
rooms and bath, garage, brick
veneer. North 18th and highway
121. See or call Freeman Johnson
WANTED: CARPENTER
1378-M-2.
WORK,
nl4p
Call J. D. Grant. Phone fr-W.
FOR
SALE-OLD FASHIONED
n 14p
pit bar-b-quo.By
pound or quarter. We do custom curing. Open WANTED-GIRL TO STAY IN
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, one home.
Good position for right
mile south on Hazel Highe ay, person. Phone 988-M
WAIL'
•
Louella Adams, phone 1353-X-R.
n14c

!>41r2.

T

P
iaLTE
l.1
e'
se
A SIT'

FOR SALE--ONt CHAN/EEL 4,
Nashville, and
one Channel 5,
Memphis or St. Louis, teievesion
antennae. Call 1650. Anytime alter 5:30.
nl3p

Jonas
hoot-17orslitp
Vorship

Pastor
.--- 10:00
11.00
.70O

; Bazaar
1e Held

bazaar will be held Nov
onal Book Week, in the
it the College Library
risers for the bazaar are
grade of MT'S and the
rs. John Watson. Mre
rnes. Mrs. H. M Scar,rd Mrs. Harold Brooks
planning committee from

pose of the Book Bazaar
-1 more about books and
kite more readers to oen

f the books for the baalready arrived. Thiy
exiebit in Room 301 of
rig FDEA.
for readers of all ages
a sal*.

Frankfort, Nov 13 17-A total
of 48 forest fires covering more
than 7,000 acres of timberland
burned lluoughvut KentmekY Yesterday, the state Forestry Division
- New York, 1.P-Both the LTni- reported today.
ted States and Russia have in
A division spokesman said that
production a deadly nerve gas as
dangerous to civilian populations many sections of KentuAty were
as the atom bomb, Collier's maga- _practically obscured under a pall
of smoke, making it almost imzine reported today.
The magazine said the gas is possible to find new fires.
colorless, odorless ond
tasteless
A total of 23 of the fires last
and is capable of killing within
reported by the division are new
four minutes anyone exposed to
ones.
it. Under proper weather conditions, it was said, one plane load
Bell and Knox county residents,
could drift 50 miles, killing ev- have been warned to
discontinue
erything in its path,.
the practice of backfiring near
The magazine said the gas, their homes. A Forestry Division
known as GB, was develcped by spokesman said the fire situation
the Germans during World War II in the two-county area has been
and was in production in Ger- aggravated by persons making
many by 1942. The German plant rings of already burned areas afell to the Russians, the ittagazine round their homes as a protecilon.
said. k said the gas is also being
produced in an American plant detection. Theernagazine
said the
near Baltimore.
Only known antidote to it is atCivil Dc.fense authorities were ropine, and it
is estimated that
quoted as saying defense against three injections immediately
after
the gas would be virtually impose exposure would
be required to
sible because of the difficulty of prevent death.

By ALINE MOSBY
MURRAY HATCHERY NOW°14,6S United Press Staff
Correspondent
about 1100 two weeks old chicks.
HOLLYWOOD
- A brtOnWill
exed,
make nice broilers. Murray
gentle lady from Cape Cod,
DOWN
if
6-PraYera
Hatchery.
nI6c her rea hair streaked with gray,
7-Ardent
2-Vry of lamb
is the queen of CBS' big television
1--Ceretnony
'
9-0‘.log
I studio today; and when she
enters
10-Man's
y
fit
0
YO
4
.2.
6
3
.5
2
0
r
the building voices hush and
nickname
exe11-Cause to
cutives bow.
remember
/0
A
She is Mrs. Clarence Day, wi12-Slopes
NOTICE - QUILTING
DONE
0is
ii
0
cheap. Also have new quilts for dow of the man who wrote those
We-Moscow
Lindmark'
famous "Life With Father" storsale. Mrs. Kirby
1
22-Becomes
for infor- ies.
4
darker
mation. Call, 1888.
n16c
/A
24-Ess-shaned
The tales of Day's real-life par4
4-'
26-Removes skin
ents, genteel New Yorkers at
SIS-Maa's name
the
29-Ocean
turn of the century, have been
a
II-Tarne
rousing
it on stage, screen and
32-Earn.
Countr7 of
radio, and now are bowing on teleAala
FOR RENT-GNFURNISHED AP- vision.
moral
artnient, four or six rooms. Private
and emotional
CBS is so
the TV
nr.
tore
entrance and bath. See Walter series will live determined
V 311
33-Forager
up to the play that
37-Removed
Adams at 200 N. 5th St.
Mrs.
Day
was
imported
from her
*enter
2 r'43
00 ,
33-12 dozen '
New England hideaway to super..41-Healthy 1
vise
the
show.
tCt '
V 1
.1
42-Dispatched.'
"Not many changes had to be
4
CHARGED WITH KIDNAPING, 17-year-old Tommie Dene Doughty,
44-Urge on
made," she said in her crisp, east44-Regret
who admitted taking 5-month-old Richard Stammer from his
ern
LOST-BROW
accent.
N
"I
BILLFOLD
just
41
IN
-No
good
make sure the
W
Evansville, led, home while babysitting. sits In Hugo, Cl!:!a.,
(abbr.) .---1111
town. Valuable papers. -newel d. customs, speech and clothes are
following her arraignment. Guarding her is U. S. Dcruty Marshal
111 Note at scale?
phone 914-J.
n16c true to New York for, that period.
Eon White. The baby earl found at home of hcr parents near
Such as keeping the ooys from
Bokehite, Okla. Mr. arid Mrs. Richard Stammer are the baby's
saying 'you isetcha' and 'hello."
rareees. TIn lrfant
Su“ii,!;,/44,10/
u:•harmed
•The TV story of the red-haired
family is so true to form even the
cast members ayed their hale red,
although the show is seen in
black-and-white.
A network speltesman explained
the topknots of the characters
er Les twee.* Sneers
look uniform, the:ugh the show
Isn't in color.- Besides, the red.
hair adds atmosphere.
SYNOPSIS
she
took
trouble
no
to
hide,
spent
Eric brought something vibrrnt
"Life With Father" on TV brings
Cdsarlette Morgan a cats tried to tall I
her eunierr,na wbee she returned to more ano more time in his fields. into the apartment, he eaa somethe story the full circle. It was tile
her spariment tate Lim algal befog. And one spring day in her senior how so alive. Even the cats vore
longest running play in Broadway
tiri,t:ntw Es r tile, • long, bitter day
of trying droperately to keep her mind year, he fell dead in the fresh-- affected. They scampered excites:1y
11,.;tory, from 1939 to 1947. The
on has creative advert islet wort is plowed earth, as though he 111141 after the red cranberries that rol_ed
play toured this country and
the hostile offices of the listed Mios
dug nut own grave.
away as Charlotte and Eric •trcar,
She still could feel the eyes at Cr
abroad.
-That's the coldest girl you ever them, and they pointed puzzied
Hay barman Into the back of ear seek
"Life With Father" books nave
She we. servings • servencie °mild!, I saw," folks whispered. "Didn't shed ears toward the sound
of the pc pquit_ The east day while other office
sold 2,500.000 copies. The story was
workers are holding Yule conies The one tear at her poor father's ping corn.
a hit on radio and a movie sucXing- otwitgioaes a start meeting from funeraL"
"It befins to smell like a neigh10AD a as. to I p. as. While waiting.
cess with William Powell and
But it was the used-up emoUons, borhood movie in here," Charlo.te
Charlotte admits to herself that Woo is
Irene Dunn.
In mei with Mete. At Me afternoon eon- the paralysis inside.
said.
ference she wares red blisters on the
New York. From the first she'd
"They made the movie too ape:"Maybe later we can hold han to
RICHARD STAMMER, 20 and his wife Shirley, 18, are shown looking
for your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Needs.
wrists et Elassaleiy Cummings- The
King She surmises that be ie allergic loved its anonymity, known it was In the back row," Eric came back. tacular," reflected Mrs. Day. -The
at a pnoto or their 5-month-old eon in Evansville, Ind., before
to cats. Alcoa la tier apartment Christ be: town. Here she could be any- "1 was as bold as the knights of
story is better suited to telelislea.
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
word carne that ne had been found-near Bokchao, Okla., at
mas Eve. Chariot:4 answers rh• phone
I think. because TV is more Ina:ntwice. The se_ond tail is her mother thing, within reason. Here, where old," he went on, "dropping in like
farm nome of parents of Norma Jean Doughty, also known aa
ambitions rose high as the surging this."
ate. It's really such a delicaie
11:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. for Church Hour
Mrs Kande White, their babysitter. Mrs. White admitted taking
-CHA FTER rrvz
buildings, and the city seemed to
"What would you have done
story you know."
the baby, hitchhiking to Oklanoma,
WHAT :sad her father been like, pulse with the heartbeat of the with the cranberries, popcorn,
finteritationui eourtapitotoe
really? Charlotte streined to re- millions. She would make money, Christmas tree and champagne If
NANCY
capture him-to see a face, hear a and she would nava clothes, a I nadn't been home?" Charlotte
By Ernie Bushmiller
voice, touch a reality. She knew smart apartment. She would hear asked.
that he had been tall, rather good- concerts and see shov..s, go to the
"But you were home."
looking. in fact, with eyes as blue sort of restaurants one read about.
"You mean you don t believe in
HE1 --as the sky be lived beneath. But She would become one of the chic what-ifs?"
WHAT'S
what was in the eyes? She'd career creatures one also rya&
"No. Nor might-have-beens, net
never looked to see, had she? What about, a graduate of the finishing If-only s."
GC"'G
had be thought about out in nis school that was New York_ She
VAL IL.
Has that a meaning, Charlotte
ON ?
fields? What was behind his habit• would show-everybody . . . what- wondered, or Is he just uncompliual quiet-peace or pain or simply ever it took, besides brains.
cated? She looked at him, as he
nothing?
The next four years were all looped a rope of popcorn about the
He had built her a swing and a Mike. By day she clerked In green
branches, watching tee
dollhouse, brought her • red purse
In the teeming basement. strong, yet gentle hands. the masand taken her to the circus. From In hosiery. In lingerie. In Better culine, yet sensitive profile, And
time to time he had let her pick Dresses. Service with a smile. Yee. she thought how different Uns
a kitten or a puppy from a Utter, madam: no, madam: thank yoere evening might have been, only ...
and had allowed her to keep a if you could see yourself as others
Eric turned and faced her, they
yellow duckling and a black chick see you. madam.
held each other's gaze, and the
to grow up as beloved and useless
By night she rushed off to moment hung between them. Charpets. Such things Charlotte re- school, then home again to study, lotte stood rooted, and then she
membered. But not the individual, hunched up in tke uncomfortable seemed to sway, as though she had
not the stranger beyond reach straight chair in the uncomfort- looked down from a great height.
whom now belatedly she mourned able rooming-house cubicle that
as
She whipped her will to break
•
Her mother had met MITI when was too hot in summer, cold and* the spell.
44/LI
•LASVI,
,
•
4 044 F44
• ••••27-A./V4Le• /5
cw•
W
0
she was eighteen. She had come Cheerless in winter.
"1 have presents for the cats,"
over from her home in New York
Play-what was play? Some- she said. "I'll pet them."
City to spend the summer on net Um es after class she had • cup of
It was over, she was safe on the
By Al Capp
aunt's farm. In August she had coffee and a hamburger with some ground again.
YO'ALL KNOWS TH'RUL.E.SU —ANY
AN'
eloped with Edgar Morgan. Char- boy who couldn't afford more beThey sat watching the circus
'
FRIGHTENL, SKONK OF- A 121,c<HELOR
AS USLJAL.,
LADIES TEARSC F-WITH r 'AR'.
lotte couldn't imagine her father cause he, too, was working him- performance of April and May
1:
THE,
WHICH OPTS CAUGHT BY ANY - aG rf AS THAR 08JECT-AN NOT A DROP
eloping. Or' had • Marne gone out self through schooL
with their new toys.
EWEATHER
DOGPATCR GAL-aeOTTA MARRY HER
0' MERCY IN TI-4A Pt HUSBANDLove-who believed in love?
IA him later, unfed by the head-That's a floor show worth adEaA.C'I ELORIt
ON
—AN'
NO
SEGGIN'O
UT
IT"
OF
HUNGRY
Who had time for It?
high, fastidious wife?
HEARTS
mission." Eric said. -They must
!.,rSADI E
Then suddenly there came the be fun to have around."
Tragedy of waste; two people
HAWKINS
III-met and married_ Now Charlotte chance to work In Macy's adver"They're someone to talk to,"
DAY
could understand It But not then, tising department. Everyone was Charlotte said. "We really doIS
lolling her a discovery, everybody communicate."
after her mother left.
THREATENING
as surprised at her ability. Es.
"How did you come by them?"
More and more, as she went Into
the terrible teens, Charlotte with- cept Charlotte herself. That was Eric wanted to know.
THE
drew Into herself, • lid locked. simply all part of the plan, as was
"One thing at a time. They were
I3ACHELORS
She .pent tormented hours in her the progress to Delafield's last street strays, little lost-and-foundSHIVER
ling!. Cats are my weakness_ After
room, brooding over her mothers year.
-Bur
Finally she could a!£8
photograph, her emotions ambivaher own all, they're fellow creatures, sharNOT
lent. Loving her mother yet hating apartment, such as it was.hind a ing the earth with us." Charlotte
BECAUSE
her, blaming her but blaming; her telephone, with her name in the tossed the ball for April to reOF
father more. Somehow, It was his Manhattan directory, where, on a trieve. "I think anyone who's cruel
THE
fault, somehow he had failed. But hunch. • long-lost mother, alone to animals is 'fit for treason, a
COLD!?
agents' and such," she finis
neither parent had thought of her, and ill, could look It up.
.
1.011111111.116."In the beginning lies the end
Eric's eyes were dark ard specnobody wanted her.
11..am
Ca4.
-4.•
t.
as
a.aSd
I
Sho
and
all that leads thereto." All ulative. "The other side cit, CharCharlotte was sullen and silent
ea a a..aaa aaan,
happened
lot4e,"
had
in
that
the
year,
he
last
said.
woman
With the Ill-te
who
ABRIE an' SLATS
red
"Like a phonograph record."
with the leading to what?
kept house f r the ,
By Raebarn Van Buren
The doorbell sliced through her Charlotte smiled ruefully, "There's
neighbors whc came to call. She
HERE'S
THE
GOOD
ANSWER
-THIS'LL
PUT A
THIS CAN'T END... IT
felt that because she looked so solitude. The cats rushed in penic, always one side you b(iy it for, but
WHy DO RATS Lir:
TO YOUR MESSAGE.
DIFFERENT COMPLEXION
exactly like that other Charlotte as did Charlotte's thoughts. She you get stuck with the poor pseco
MuST KEEP ON... ir
HIM
HAVE
TO
HAVE
ON
SIR
THINGS;
Morgan, her mother, they all•ex- pressed the buzzer that opened the on the other side."
MUST
SO
MUCH
CHARM?
Then they saw that both scared
pected her to turn out bad, too. street door, then waited behind her
I HATE HIM;
cats stood still and stiff, ifiteirp
own until the knock came.
Everyone ta against me.
ears seeming to hear something,
"Who is It?"
It didn't matter what people
"Charlotte! It's me, Eric," he wild, worried eyes seeming to see
thought, since you hated them.
something. In a moment it was
close to the door.
Nothing mattered except to show •
Enct He'd never been here. In over.
them-to prove to them that you
"What In the world?" Eric
needed no one: not a father, cer- • rusk of relief she opened the
tainly not a mother. The thing was door, lie stood -hesitant. In one puzzled.
"They're oPcult creatures, you
to mahe a plan and have the de- hand he had • bottle of chamtermination to follow through. pagne. The other held up • small know," Charlotte tried to explain,
Chruitmas
and
felt her eyes, too, must show
tree.
Somehow she would get educated,
"I found this growing in Brook- her alarm. "They hear and ace
though the farm was losing money
things that mere man never will."
every year. And then she'd be a5 lyn," he said.
Suddenly Charlotte laughed out
But what did they sense, what
Success, across the river, In bright,
eSe• •
loud, she heard the unaccustomed did they hear? Was someone outbeckoning New York.
•
Edgar Morgan. feeling a failure, sounds come out of nereelf. "Come side-Listening-waiting?
7To
Be Continued)
"We'll plant it."
iaware of Charlotte's censure, which on In." she said.
_
eit
I-Concerning
4-Recent
6- Feeling

_
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SOCIAL CALENDAR

PERSONALI-1 Meets In The Home

l Of Mrs. John

Club News Activities
Weddings Locals

Warren

Mrs. 1 trik* Pettit of Princeton
'has bi n visiting in the home of , The Harris Grove Homemakers
her -unele, Dr H. M. McElrath and i Club held its November meeting
Mrs. John Warree
Mrs. McElrath, this week. Mrs. 'in the home of
.
Pettit is formerly of Murray and on Wednesday.
"Making Hats" was the major
it the daughter of the late Dr J
Proleet..fer lhe day. Mrs. Warren
R Coleman.
•••
and Mrs Alfred Taylor demonstrated their 'skill in covering
Mr and Mrs Charles Eris and beautiful hats. Several hats were
children. Delores, Shirley. Marie made by the members using tr.;,k
and -Butch -. of LaWari. Texas. veteen for covering.
The devotion was given by Mrs.
have been the recent guests of
BM Wratherseising as her erre,.
Mrs. -Ira Fox' and Mr. and Mrs. tore Psalms 100. The publicity
lem Warren , Fox and children. goals were read by Mrs As D.
Joretta and • Ronald tee Other Stas-k The club had one hundost
guests in the Fox homes hare per•ceet• attendance - with ane
been Mr. and MM. Charlie Huey- tor. Mrs Lennon Hall.
A Jeltcious potluck lunch" or
and ,on. C. A. Mr. and Mrs. Cleo
at the noon hour.
Bury and children, Janice :aid. was 'creed
The December meeting will ese
Betty. Mr and Mrs Rudolf Booth.
Mrs Fill Wrather. "FinishMr and Mrs. Aubrey Snit•h, Mr. with
ing Hats" will be the subjetct ter
Lnd Mrs Euria Smith and son. an all day meeting. Members s.-e
Don. Charlie Mary and son. Char- urged .to be present and to bring
lie Fox Marr of the U S Navy. a visitor.
• • •
Mr and Mrs. Jeff Massey, Miss
Beatrice Barton and Mr and Mrs,
Everett Massey ahd sins. Hugh
Graves and Shcrill
- Meeting
NOVerlber'

I

Saturday. November 14
Woodmen Circle Junior
The
Grove No. 9 wll hold its first ritualistic meeting of the club yea
one-fifteen to two-thirty
from

Methodist Church will meet with
Dr. Floy Robbins at two-thirty
elock. Mrs. Bruce Crain will be
cohostess and Mrs. Jeff Farris
will be program leader
•• •

o'clock in the WOW Hall. MemWednesday. November IS
bers please note the change in
• The J. N Williams chapter of
meeting date.
• ••
the UDC will hold its regular
Oury meeting mith Mrs. E. W. Riley at
Wendell
Captain
The
with Mn.. C. W. Walchapter of the DAR will mmst at two o'Ciock
Members please
the home of Mrs. Cleo Gillis Ws- drop as cohostess.
in time.
ter at two-thirty o'clock. Miss Mil- note change
•••
dred Hatcher will be cohostess.
Thursday, November 19
•••
The
Homemakers
Wadesboro
Monday, November III
The Penny Homemakers Club Club will meet with latrs.c Norville
at ten o'clock.
will meet, in the home of Mrs.. Short
•••
J. E Waldrop rit'one-thirty o'clock.
Friday. November 29
The Young Women's Class of the
The New Concord Hememaktrs
First Baptist Church. Mrs A. G.
will meet with Miss Mary
Outland, teacher, will meet with Club
Montgomery at one o'clock.
Mrs. Robert King. 314 South Fifseven-thirty
Street. at
teenth
o'clos k.
•••

Indignant Citizen*
Point Way Tq
Liquor House
WHEATLAND, Okla. Nov. 13, eft
--Citizens in this dry town, sick of
getting up in the nuddle of the
night to direct thirsty travelers to
• bootleg:W, today planned to
erect signw. pointing toward his

MTS Grad Is F. H. A. News
Dance Teacher

He mid residenLe of this town
of 300 in Oklahoma County we-e
getting tired of being aiwiikened
for directions to the whisky merchant's place in Ciusadian County
Aidath Boyd, who graduated
The aldne, to be put along state from Murray Training School m
highway 41, will read:
1981, is now teaching dancing in
Murray
"This highway lards to Canadian
Mbis Boyd has studied at WestCounty liquor home"
mlneter Selearl of l/arice iii St
"Two miles to Canadian County Louie; Driggar School of Dance.
Lalla Bauman School of Dance
liquor house"
also in St. Louis, St. Louis Collegt•
County
Canadian
to
mile
"One
liquor house."

Sousa.
Oklahoma law forbido sale of
liquor and Wheatland „Nance of
toe Peace Nathan B. Newcomb,
who heads the "sign" project, said
they "don't have a single 'bootlegger in Wheatland,"
"I won't tolerate them," he said,
"You are now entering Canadian
-and neither will the citizens here.
But this bootlegger who operates County. Liquor house first house
just across the county line Ls on the right"

BIBLES FROM 'A' TO 'Z'

Arts and Crafts Club
Has
At Home Of Mrs- Linn

95 Drive In

CHANGE OF MIND
GUATEMALA
Bibles
look over some of the
PRESIDENT AND MIS. EISENHOWER
to the White House by
them
to
presented
Testament,
and New
in 78
The volumes are printed
the American Bible society.
(for Zului, for use
"Z"
to
Afrikaans)
(for
languages from "A"
allatorssational Sound p hotol
of Whit. House callers.

NOBEL IN CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS

Friday and Saturday
"The Raiders"
in technicolor
starving Richard Conte
and Viveca Lindfors
SundaY and Monday
Sir Walter Scott's
Famed Nos-el
"IVANHOE"
staring Robert Taylor
Elizabeth. Taylor
Joan Fontaine
C;eorge-Sanders

110111111111111111111•111I

First

Christmas Bazaar To
Be Held By The CWF

WaIns DraW

CITY

- 7 At.:

dres Hernandez. la& changA
mind about committing suicide atter he was prevented from i aping
into the path of a train.
"No woman • is worth suicide,"
the centenarian said. "I will begin
life all ever again --with no illusions."

Lakeview Drive-In
Saturday Only
BIG 1)()UBLE FEATURE
"Confidence Girl"
starring Tom Conway
and Hillary Brooke
PLUS
"Borrowed Trouble"
with William Boyd as
Hopalong Cassidy

Has Largest
rship
Menthe

MTS orchestra is composed of
Accordine
25 members this year
to Mr Darnall. orchestra director,
this 'is the largest number the orchestra has had in recent years.
Barbara Hale. Sue Scarborough.
Hodges
Ronnie Moutmay.
Ruetta Overby. Sarah' Wilkerson,
Michel McCasev 13obby Meador.
Ralnh Oliver. Jerry Ellis, Vireinia
Gordon. Bimini Maddox. and Evelyn Oglesby play violins.
Fred Wilton and Prudence MeKinney play clarinets
Watson Braodon. Judy Barnett.
ard Mary Jane Austin play cellos.
LanceMiller. Nancy Gibbs. and
Jean Dick play base
Jackie Watson and Olivia Barnett
play violas.
members are
Other orchestra
Jenelen McKinney. flutist; and
Charlene Robertson, oboist.

TI
MTS I
High I
Yield
By Charier

Havel •

She was director of "Campus
Lights" in '52, choreographer of I
"Campus Lights" In '53. and choreographer and director for '54.
Miss Boyd is now learhim:
classes In ball room, ballet, and
tap dancing in the Lassiter Building near Murray State .CoPeire.
Her assistant is Mr. Donald
Hughes. also an alumnus of Murray Training School from the
class of *51,

ma.,

The Ekemas Class
Baptist Church will nreet with
MN Sadie Shisernaber a• seventhirty o'clock.
G Mhp 11. Mrs I
Cleburne Adam:, captain, is ta
_1charge of the al rangements.
'Mrs. Ben Keys opened her noms
•••
on West Main Street for the meeting of Circle IV of the Woman s 'The Kirksey Homemakers Clob
Staab-snare Society of the
will meet in
the- home of Mrs.
Lrapturt Church held Tuesdiy af- Jackie Trees at one-thirty o'clock
termem at two-thirty o'clock
••
as
The theme of the program
Circle III of the WSCS of Firrt
'TharJogia-Ing -.Mrs Garrett Morris :145-P an inspirational deeotten i
lioee Psalms 1011 a* her scripture
1 Mrs Wars Cram fora discussed
•,‘ Margaret Fund and Mrs Carl
's • c e• talked 'on the •raivar
The annual Christmas lleraar
of missions - Mrs. Edgar be the Christian Women's Fellowos
-, -il
.•• closed the program with the ship of the Fleet Christian Church
from the will be held on Friday Dessernh•-r
Thank Jou
. t.cle
'
. :i .; Strome magazine
14, it% the recreational rooms of 'he
i
R.' e-i-enents were serwd %y church
la.
rnerten .
V
N'a • to the Malien
Mrs Ralph Woods. Airier'', presi-.-.1 two visitors, Mrs: Roy- dent of the CWF said the ladies
' ... a..d.51rs G 0 McClain
have been making Christmas pre! in
gents similar ., 'I-•-• ones sot!
the past

and

of Multi! and Art;
School of Dance.

Palmer

,• • •
Mrs: Ben Keys
_.• Hostess
Meeting
lUgular
4.11.11.1.11111011.ft.'For
10f Circle. IV Of W3IS

The President Dan Cain, Vicepresident Rhonakt Pace, Assistant
Secretary Pat Smith, Treasurer
Larry Woodall, Reporter Dwain
Charles
SerMinal
Herndon, and
McCuiston were accompanied by
their Adviser, Mr. Milton Walston
to Murray Thursday afternoon
Each officer attended a class where
the duties and responsibilities of
his office was discussed.
Every boy in the FFA is continually striving to improve his
abilities. Part of the business' for
the afternoon was to elect new
District officers, who are as follows; President James Outland.
Vice-President Tommie lirond:lit•
Handel
Harper.
ter. Secretary
Treasurer James Stewart, Reporter Charles Arnett,•Sentinel Benny
Hawks.

ARDATII BOYD

•••
Mrs. White Program
Leader Of The Hazel
Methodist WSCS Meet

The J N.Williams chapter of
the UDC will have a call meeting
of all heads of organizations and
The Woman's Society of Christother interested citizens for the
of the Hazel Methodpurpose of effecting plans to erect ian Service
Church held its regular meeta suitable memorial to Nathan B ist
ing Wednesday afternoon at the
Mr and Mrs W. F Kirkland of
Stubblefield, the inventor of radio.
Hammond. Ind, are eperottng
-7-4-1111-s- . litelin -Linn at the' American Legion Hall it church.
The honts
Mrs. W. E. Dick gave the devofew dags with their son. W. E. on South Fourteenth Street WiliC seven o'clock.
tion reading the scriptures from
•••
Kirkland and family '
the scene of the _meeting of the
,
Matthew and Mark
••••••
Arts and Crafts Club held WednesTuesday. November 17
•••
Mrs,„D N White, program leadtwo-thirty
at
afternoon
day
of
of
II
Meth
WSCS
First
Circle
Mafilemr"Ypent
,
Mtroduced the subject, "ScienMr arta Mrs Deer
er.
o'clock
that Church will meet with Mrs.
A Stewardship',
the Not weeksncl eitt, Mr ard
Each of thee members had 'orot•g- V. H Clark, South Ninth Street, tific Knowledge
Mrs liarMey Morrs - -of Iti•lr'Nfor the afternoon's program.
.-ht. an idea for a Christm Is gift at two-thirty o'clock
. ..,
Mns Ed
Short talks on the F A.O. were
which was shown to the group. Burkeen will be program leader
Mrs White. Mrs. J. M
Many lovely handmade smack s and a guest sneaker will be pre. made by
Marshall, Mrs. D C. Clanton. Mrs.
twere displayed_
sent.,
Claude Anderson and Mrs. N. A.
Arrangements of bronze 5nd yyl• • •
Waldrop. The chief aim -4 the
lew chrysanthemums were used at
nations
help
to
is
AO.
F
the
The
w„ii
vantage 'points throughout
Eva
and Mamie
raiseth
standard of living
house Mrs. Linn served a dessert lor Circles of the WMS of Ta
th%
Miss Am Dunn closed the 'meetmeracourse to the twenty-one
Memorial Baptist Church will have ing with prayer
bers and the following visitors: a joint mission study and potluck
•••
Mrs. Lawrence Jacobs- of Hopkins' supper at the church at five.
Belchor cf
suite. Mrs,
thirty o'clock. Miss Ruth Houston.
Mary
Hurtingden.. Tenn. Mrs
association minion study
chair- I MTS
Orchestra
...Nevler of Trenton. Term. Mr3.
will teach the book, -Let's
Will Harris of Nashville: remit:. Listen."
ci Mrs L 0. Kale of Murray
• ••

days till you see
the 1954

known everywhere out this way
as 'that bootlegger out near Wheat
hind' "

Price includes%WM
4a2VA
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CAPITOL

SUNDAY
Ends Monday

All I need
is a man!
Erof, Herman Stairdinger

Dr. Frits Zereil.e

posy ispagt P111.1 warmers in chemistry and physics are shown
above Professor Staudinger of Germany was named for hie reto macreirnoleculam tgroups of molecules) and Dr. Zernike
▪
*t she Netherianda 'tor work m eectronica. The prizes are worth
thstorisatiosal)
06•600 each.

GREENLEASE KIDNAPERS FACE GAS CHAMBER

WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
OR IT CAN'T BE HAD

Members of
big F.F.A. ch
the corn yie
year. The rive
boys whose )
checked, riven
per acre. The
bushels produc
lucky in 1950
ehal
Training
nearly two tire
'average. The
the high aver
boys took soil
ground and Ye
tilizer recomm
corn yields.
Charles Outli
est corn yield
80 47 bushels p
under a cover
400 pounds of
1600 pounds 46 tons of mani
James Outland
Improved practi
Charles. He li.
which he proO
per acre.
Wells
Owen
bushels per acr
applied 300 pot
cent ammonia r
60 per cent mur
pounds super ;
pounds 4-12-8 fi
*
Jackie
Geuri.
bulawia pee acri
pounds of 4-12acre. 200 poundi
trate per acre a
82 per cent of p
Jackie had 3 1-2
his project. The
lowest yield rill
per. acre He use
4-12-8 fertilizer
this .ximparison
it pays to take
apply fertiliser
recommendations
The following
summary of the
ects giving the
els per acre, nun
acre, distance bs
number of acres.
-80.4. 12.091. 42;
73 3. 11.992, 42:
—70.3. 11345; 42.
rin-87.7. 7,289. 4
Cra wford-59.5,
gene Armstrong24, Gene Ray-4
Pat Redden-44.9
The above inf
out 'very clearly
having a large r
Per acre. The top
more than 11,000

LAST TIMES TONIGHT

For S10)

a.

TAND ATAPACHE
7iikifieckfoR

STEPHEN McNALLY
HAIN ADAMS
H MARLOWE

Yea! We Will Repair Any

SUNDAY nd MONDAY

The Roaring Glory Aibk
Story of the man VIP
who battleL
fF
for1he tt4r
Biggest
Bonanza of all!

TABLE MODEL
RADIO
Take advantage of this s pecial' invitational offering
from the newly renovated Radii, Repair Department
operated by Mr. Robert French. at

CA+,
210

BILBREc'S

Main
• . CAR and HOMF. SUPPLY

Phone 886

-murderers Carl Austin Halt 34, and Mrs. Bonnie Helady,
NOV. 16 IS DATE set fee trial of Bobby Greredease kidnap
whether they sill she In the states gas chamber at Jet.
be
will
41. (shove), in Kansas City, Mn, arid the rriestion
of the little building in the prison
cram City. Here are photos at the chamber, showing Its two death chairs, and
M. Mrs Heady would be the first
in
died
have
men
Thirty
192.8.
which houses It. The chamber replaced hanging In
they can be executed towoman, The chamber has two chairs So that If two ars condemned for the same crime,
ts formed. Thus the congas
cyanide
and
acid,
!sulphuric
Into
dropped
this:
like
cyanide pills are
gether. It works
Shoulders, who arrested the
demned must inhale the fru or not breath. At left Is former St. Lours Police LL. Louis
Greetlease, flatersattonal)
kidnapers on a tiki driVer's Up. Abara right Is a photo of their victim. 5-year-old Bobby

•

--•111 AM • 114i

1.1

JAMES STEWART
JOANNE DRU
GUERT ROLAND
DAN DURYEA

This Columbi
given away fre
her 28, the last
now underway
This bicycle i
be given away 1

Murray merc
eight auccenaiv,
Days event.

Just register
that will be giv

